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Abstract

A switching dynamical system by means of piecewise linear systems in R3

that presents multistability is presented. The flow of the system displays multi-

ple scroll attractors due to the unstable hyperbolic focus-saddle equilibria with

stability index of type I, i.e., a negative real eigenvalue and a pair of complex

conjugated eigenvalues with positive real part. This class of systems is con-

structed by a discrete control mode changing the equilibrium point regarding

the location of their states. The scrolls are generated when the stable and unsta-

ble eigenspaces of each adjacent equilibrium point generate the stretching and

folding mechanisms to generate chaos, i.e., the unstable manifold in the first

subsystem carry the trajectory towards the stable manifold of the immediate

adjacent subsystem.

The resulting attractors are located around four focus saddle equilibria. If

the equilibria are located symmetrically to one of the axes and the distance be-

tween each equilibria is properly adjusted to generate two double-scroll chaotic
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attractors, the system can present from bistable to multistable symmetric solu-

tions regarding the position of their initial states. In addition the resulting basin

of attraction presents a significatively widening when the distance between the

equilibria of the symmetric attractors is displaced.

Keywords: Multistability, piecewise linear systems, chaos, basins of

attraction, multi-scrolls.

1. Introduction

Switching dynamical systems are characterized by the mutual existence of

continuous and discrete dynamic behavior. An interesting example of these

systems is represented by piecewise linear (PWL) systems, particularly dissipa-

tive systems with unstable dynamics which have been described by the unstable

dissipative systems (UDS) theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This theory makes a charac-

terization of the linear systems onto two types depending on the spectrum of

their linear operator. Considering switching systems with phase space in R3,

the stability index of type I refers to one negative real eigenvalue and one pair

of complex conjugated eigenvalues with positive real part. If the location of

the equilibria is adjusted taking into consideration this type of index, chaotic

attractors with multi-scroll behavior can be generated.

The generation of multi-scroll attractors has attracted the attention due to

its applications ranging from building transmitter-receiver electronic devices,

design pseudo-random number generators for cryptography and even neural

state-space models [6, 7]. The theory involved has been widely studied over

the last decades. For example, in the work reported by Suykens in [8], n-double

scrolls in the Chua’s system were presented. After that there have been different

approaches to yield multi-scroll attractors. These approaches vary from mod-

ifying the nonlinear part in the Chua’s system, to using nonsmooth nonlinear

functions, such as hysteresis, saturation, threshold, step functions, fractional-

order systems and chaos entanglement [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The main

difference between the UDS of the type I technique of multi-scroll generation in
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contrast to some other techniques, is that for each equilibrium point introduced

to the system a new scroll emerges, presenting systems with the same number

of scrolls that equilibrium points.

A well known property of chaotic systems is the highly sensibility to initial

conditions, that is, chaotic systems which are initialized with small differences in

initial conditions will result in diverging trajectories. However, these trajectories

are confined to the same attractor and in most cases the only one of the system.

This fact has led the scientists to study and design systems that present more

than one stable solutions resulting in two or more attractors given a fix set of

parameters but different initial states. These multiple possible behaviors are

isolated from each other and the term to refer to this property of the systems is

defined as “multistability” [15, 16]. A common method to study this property is

by means of the basins of attractions of the system, which basically corresponds

to the long-time response of the system due to the location of different initial

conditions. Generally, this method requires of exhaustive computation time

depending on the system properties and both the large scale of initial conditions

and the time that the system is iterated [17, 18].

There have been several reported applications or natural occurrences about

multistability. However, biology and electronics are two of the most recurrent

areas. A few examples considering the former area are described in the mul-

tiple behavioral patterns in neural dynamics or the multistable coordination

dynamics [19, 20]; in the dynamics of some biological central pattern genera-

tors through neurons connected in rings [21]; in the integrate-and-fire model

of the neurons affected by white noise [22]. Now, considering the case of the

area of electronics, in the circuit implementation of the digital selection of an

active set of neurons or in the use of nonlinear reactances or negative resis-

tors [23, 24]. Switching dynamical systems describe interesting and common

phenomena such as switching electrical circuits and systems involving both dig-

ital and analog components or physical systems affected by impact, sliding or

friction forces [25, 26], just to mention a few.

Multistable system, can either be generated by different techniques, or con-
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trolled in order to avoid their behavior depending on the application in which

they are involved [27]. This also applies to multi-scroll system of the UDS type

I which can present multistability depending on the location and separation be-

tween their equilibria as it will be addressed in the article. However the stable

set of initial conditions, may become a restriction in their applications. In this

context, here a new way to widen the basin of attraction of a bistable switching

dynamical system considering only equilibria of the UDS type I which solution

presents symmetric attractors will be described. This type of systems present

an interesting relationship between the symmetric equilibria and the resulting

basins of attraction related to each individual stable system, i.e., if a specific

size is considered the system will present bistable or multistable solutions.

The article is organized as follows: In Section 2 the general theory that

envelops the generation of UDS is presented; In Section 3 the multi-scroll at-

tractors are introduced due to the variation of the distance between the commu-

tation surfaces; Section 4 contains the generation of multistable systems with

the widening of the basing on attraction. And finally conclusions are drawn in

Section 5.

2. UDS theory

Following the same structure as in [3, 4, 5], consider the class of switching

linear system given by

Ẋ = AX+B, (1)

where X = [x1, x2, x3]
T ∈ R3 is the state vector, B = [Ba, Bb, Bc]

T ∈ R3

stands for a discrete real affine vector, A = [aij ] ∈ R3×3 with i, j = 1, 2, 3

denotes a nonsingular linear matrix. The equilibria will be located at X∗ =

−A−1B. As described in Definition 2.1 in [3], a system with stability index of

the type I will be addressed as a system of the UDS type I. Besides, the following

considerations have to be made in order to call Eq. (1) an UDS of type I that

in addition generates an attractor A.
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a) The linear part of the system must satisfy the dissipative condition
∑3

i=1

λi < 0, where λi, i = 1, 2, 3, are eigenvalues of A. Consider also that

one λi is a negative real eigenvalue, and two λi are complex conjugate

eigenvalues with positive real part Re{λi} > 0, resulting in a stable focus-

saddle equilibrium X∗. This type of equilibria presents a stable manifold

M s = span{λ1} ∈ R3 with a fast eigendirection and an unstable manifold

Mu = span{λ2, λ3} ∈ R3 with a slow spiral eigendirection.

b) The affine vector B must be considered as a discrete function that changes

depending on which domain Di ⊂ R3 the trajectory is located. Accord-

ingly R3 = ∪k
i=1Di. Then a switching system based on the continuous

linear system (1) and the discrete function B is given by:

Ẋ = AX+B(X),

B(X) =































B1, if X ∈ D1;

B2, if X ∈ D2;

...
...

Bk, if X ∈ Dk.

(2)

The equilibria of system (2) are X∗
i = −A−1Bi, with i = 1, . . . , k, and each

entry Bi of the switching system is considered in order to preserve bounded

trajectories of system (2).

The commuting system given by Eq. (2) induces in phase space Rn the flow

(ϕt), t ∈ R such that each forward trajectory of the initial point X0 = X(t =

0) is the set {X(t) = ϕt(X0) : t ≥ 0}. Furthermore, these systems have a

dissipative bounded region Ω ⊂ Rn named basin of attraction, such that the

flow ϕt(Ω) ⊂ Ω for every t ≥ 0. The attractor A is the largest attracting

invariant subset of Ω.

3. Multi-scroll switching systems

Since the systems based on UDS type I present unstable equilibria, the

design of vectors B must be done considering the orientation of the stable and
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unstable manifolds, M s and Mu, respectively, so that the trajectory of the

system remains contained in the attractor. The main idea is to match Mu of

the first subsystem with the M s of the second one, as commented in [4]. Now,

in order to generate multi-scroll switching systems, the following matrix A and

vector B are given:

A =











0 1 0

0 0 1

−a31 −a32 −a33











,B =











0

0

Bc











. (3)

By setting the parameters with α31 = 1.5, α32 = 1, α33 = 1, the system’s

spectrum results in {−1.20, 0.10±1.11i}, satisfying Definition 2.1 of [3] in which

the system is an UDS of Type I. The component Bc of the vector B is governed

by a discrete control mode (DCM), which can be designed depending on the

number of scrolls to be introduced. The DCM for which the system presents a

2 scroll attractor commutes according to the value of x1 as follows:

Bc(x1) =







2, if x1 ≥ 1;

1, otherwise.
(4)

The equilibria of the system (2) considering the matrix A and vector B

defined in (3) with (4) are X∗
p1 = (2/3, 0, 0)T and X∗

p2 = (4/3, 0, 0)T , with the

commutation surface located at the x1 = 1 plane. Notice that the equilibria are

only displacing along the x1 due to they are given by X∗ = −A−1B. In case

that a displacement along a different axis is required, a different discrete affine

vector B must be considered.

By observing the righthanded side of Figure 1 a) which depicts the projection

onto the (x1, x2) plane of the attractor Ap generated by eq. (3) with (4) marked

with blue line, it can be appreciated that the system displays a double-scroll

attractor centered at the x1 = 1 plane marked with a segmented black line which

stands as a commutation surface. The equilibria of the system Xp1 and Xp2

are depicted by a red asterisk and a circle, respectively. The initial condition

from which the system was integrated by a fourth order Runge Kutta method
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Figure 1: a) Projections of trajectories of the attractors onto the (x1, x2) plane generated by

eq. (3) and the DCM (4) for the blue attractor in the right side, and (6) for the red attractor

in the left side. The commutation surfaces are marked with segmented black lines and the

corresponding equilibria of each system, X∗

i1
and X∗

i2
with i = p, n marked with an asterisk

and a circle for (3) with (4) and (6), respectively. b ) Basins of attraction generated by eq.

(3) and (4) and (6) onto the (x1, x2) plane.

is X0 = (1, 0, 0)T . The approximate size range of the attractor on each axis is

given by:

Sp = [R1, R2, R3], (5)
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where Ri = |max(xi)−min(xi)|, with i = 1, 2, 3 results in Sp ≈ [1.5099, 1.0963,

1.0682] considering 4000 iterations of the integration method. The largest Lya-

punov exponent of the system was calculated by the approach described by Wolf

et. al. [29], resulting in the positive value Λ = 0.1765 proving it is chaotic.

Now, if a different DCM is considered the system results in a completely dif-

ferent attractor. For example, if the discrete affine vectorB commutes according

to the value of x1 as follows:

Bc(x1) =







−2, if x1 ≤ −1;

−1, otherwise.
(6)

Here the equilibria of the system (2) considering the matrix A and vector

B defined in (3) with (6) are X∗
n1 = −X∗

p1 = (−2/3, 0, 0)T and X∗
n2 = −X∗

p2 =

(−4/3, 0, 0)T , with the commutation surface located at the x1 = −1 plane. This

results in a double-scroll attractor located in the negative side of x1 as it can be

appreciated in the lefthanded side of Figure 1 a) with the projection onto the

(x1, x2) plane of a trajectory of the attractor An generated by eq. (3) with (6)

marked with orange line; the initial condition is X0 = (−1, 0, 0)T . Notice that

the system is located in the negative region and it is symmetric to the positive

one resulting in an attractor An with the same size range as Ap, i.e, Sn = Sp.

The largest Lyapunov exponent has the same value Λ as it was mentioned for

the symmetric positive counterpart.

Both systems present their respective basins of attractions Ωp and Ωn for

Ap and An, respectively. These basins can be appreciated in Figure 1 b), in

which Ωp is marked with blue and cyan colors, Ωn is marked with orange and

cyan colors. Every other point that is not contained on the basins is marked

in black in a way that Ωc
i = {Xm0| limt→∞ ϕt(Xm0) 6⊂ Ai} and R3 = Ωi ∪ Ωc

i

with i = p, n. These basins are calculated considering as initial condition all

the points in the plane (x1, x2) with x3 = 0 from −4 ≤ x1 ≤ 4, −2 ≤ x2 ≤ 2

spaced a distance of 0.04 and 0.08 from each point, respectively. The systems

are iterated throughout 2000 iterations of the Runge Kutta of fourth order with

a fix step of 1 × 10−2. Notice that both basins are symmetrical to each other
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Figure 2: Projection of a trajectory of the attractor generated by eq. (3) with (7) onto the

(x1, x2) plane with δ = 1/2.

and there is a small common region given by Ωp ∩ Ωn, which is marked with

cyan. These initial conditions x0 ∈ Ωp ∩ Ωn are well defined according to the

DCM given by (4) or (6).

The Euclidean distances between the equilibria of each system are dp(x
∗
p1, x

∗
p2) =

dn(x
∗
n1, x

∗
n2) = 2/3 corresponding to the attractors Ap and An, respectively.

The commutation surface of each system is determined by a plane parallel to

the plane (x2, x3) and the middle point between equilibria. The Euclidean dis-

tances between the origin O and the equilibria x∗
p1 and x∗

n1 are dOp(O, x∗
p1) =

dOn(O, x∗
n1) = 2/3. Now the idea is to generate a DCM based on (4) and (6)

with the following characteristics:

• The distances dp(x
∗
p1, x

∗
p2) = dn(x

∗
n1, x

∗
n2) = 2/3 remain constant.

• 0 < dOp(O, x∗
p1) = dOn(O, x∗

n1).

• Three commutation surfaces: one of them at the origin and the others at

the middle point between equilibria.

The equilibria of the new system are located atX∗
i = −A−1Bi, with i = 1, . . . , 4,

notice that the location of the equilibria and the commutation surface between
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the scrolls are being displaced regarding the rates of X∗ = (±2/3Bc, 0, 0)
T and

x1 = ±2/3(Bc+1/2), respectively. Therefore, the system is defined by (3) with

the following DCM:

Bc(x1) =































δ + 1, if 2/3(δ + 1/2) ≤ x1;

δ, if 0 ≤ x1 < 2/3(δ + 1/2);

−δ, if −2/3(δ + 1/2) ≤ x1 < 0;

−δ − 1, if x1 < −2/3(δ + 1/2);

(7)

where δ ∈ R+. This system, depending on the value assigns to δ, can result in

different forms, i.e., similar multi-scroll attractors as depicted before, or a four

scroll attractor as it will be addressed first. The distances from the equilibria

to the origin is given by dOp(O, x∗
p1) = dOn(O, x∗

n1) = 2δ/3. In the particu-

lar case that δ = 1/2, the scrolls are generated around the equilibrium points

X∗
p1,n1 = (±1/3, 0, 0)T and X∗

p2,n2 = (±1, 0, 0)T . The commutation surface lo-

cated at x1 = 0 merges the previous attractors Ap,n. This is depicted and better

appreciated in Figure 2. The Lyapunov exponent of the system is also equal

to Λ, and the size range of the attractor AM is SM ≈ [2.8732, 1.1351, 1.1056]

which is almost 90.29% larger than Sp and since the system presents only one

stable solution, the basin of attraction ΩM is unique and contains the attrac-

tor AM generated with a system with four equilibrium points. This basin can

be appreciated in Figure 4 a) in which unlike the basins from the autonomous

system in Figure 1 b), this one spans a wider basin on the plane (x1, x2). To

corroborate this fact and estimate the relative size of the basins of attraction

[30] we considered the following equation:

f = NA/N, (8)

where NA corresponds to the number of initial conditions that if the system is

initialized with, each resulting trajectory from the numerical simulation asymp-

totically goes to the attractor A regarding the full grid of points in N . First,

the results where evaluated through the integration method described above,

considering a grid from −10 ≤ x1 ≤ 10 and −10 ≤ x2 ≤ 10 and x3 = 0 with a
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Figure 3: Bifurcation diagrams of the maximum local at x1 for the parameters a3i, i = 1, 2, 3

in the range of 0 ≤ a3i ≤ 3 for the system given in eq. (3) with (7) and δ = 1/2, considering:

a) a32 = a33 = 1; b) a31 = 1.5, a33 = 1; c) a31 = 1.5, a32 = 1. Notice that for the

values in which the system present the maximum number of scrolls correspond to the values

a31 = 1.5, a32 = a33 = 1. Figure d) depicts the Lyapunov exponent for the same range of

Figure a).

spacing between initial condition of 0.04, resulting in a grid of 500× 500 initial

conditions resulting in for DCM (4) a size of f = 0.0252 while for δ = 1/2 the

size is f = 0.2210, which corresponds to an increase of 776.98% !!!

This phenomenon can be better understood by taking into consideration the

unstable and stable manifolds previously defined Mu and M s. When the double

scroll attractor with eq. (4) is initialized with any initial condition given slightly

outside the righthanded side of the basin of attraction Ωp considering x1 > 1,

the trajectory with this initial condition oscillates leaving the domain due to

Mu. Eventually this trajectory will cross the commutation surface at x1 = 1

changing the dynamics and equilibrium point to the one on the lefthanded side.

However the trajectory of the second subsystem initialized from this point in

space, is located far away and not in the proper direction of M s of the left side,
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now this trajectory cannot be attracted towards the center. Therefore, resulting

in an increasing unstable oscillation that cannon be bounded to the system’s

attractor. On the other hand, if the system had presented more equilibria at

this side of the commutation law, the trajectory could have been pulled due

to the strength of each M s (regarding the position in which the trajectory is

located) and bound the trajectory towards the location of the attractor, which

in the system with eqs. (7) for δ = 1/2 results in the four scrolls attractor AM .

The same values a3i, i = 1, . . . , 3 will be considered from now and on since the

dynamics that the system presents with this values correspond to the maximum

number of scrolls that it can present considering the number of equilibrium

points introduced in the system. This can be better appreciated in Figure 3 a)

to c), in which bifurcation diagrams of the system given by eq. (3) with (7)

and δ = 1/2 are depicted for a range of different values of a3i. Notice also that

the maximum Lyapunov exponent of the system given in Figure 3 d), presents

positive values for this range of parameters. Thus, the relation of the system

regarding the commutation law (7) and its parameter δ will be considered only

by means of the variation of the distance between the two double scroll attractor.

This will be addressed next.

4. Multistable switching system with symmetric equilibria

If a larger distance between a pair of equilibria of the two double-scroll at-

tractors is considered, the attractors on the centered equilibria will be able to

oscillate freely and their natural size will fit in this space between the com-

mutation surfaces. To exemplify this the value of δ = 1 is considered. With

this discrete control mode the systems has four equilibrium points located at

X∗
p1,n1 = (±2/3, 0, 0)T and X∗

p2,n2 = (±4/3, 0, 0)T , and the three commutation

surfaces are placed at x1 = −1, 0, 1. Notice that this corresponds to the values

of the two autonomous systems presented in the previous section with DCM’s

given by Eqs. (4) and (6). Now the multi-scroll attractor has been separated

in a bistable mode resulting into two attractors, A1 and A2 (intending to avoid
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redundancy these attractors are not shown in the article since they result in

exactly the same as the ones depicted in Figure 1 a) for the separate systems).

An interesting property of bistability is generated from the separation of the

double scroll attractors in which each attractor is visited regarding the initial

condition given, meaning that the basin of attraction is divided into subspaces

which lead trajectories to each one of the attractors, or none of them whether

the trajectory locates outside of any of the two basins of attraction escaping to

infinity. This can be appreciated in Figure 4 b) with basins of attraction Ω1 and

Ω2 onto the plane (x1, x2). Correspondingly Ω1 is marked in blue for A1, and

Ω2 is marked in orange to A2. Notice that the spiral-like basins are non-convex

and entangled among them Ω1 ∪Ω2 ⊂ R3. It is also important to mention that

Ω1 ∩ Ω2 = ∅, meaning that there is no initial condition that results in both

attractors. Besides the complex structure and interaction between these basins

of attraction, the property of intermingle and riddled basins that have been

previously described in both discrete and continuous time systems as refereed

in [30, 31], cannot be attribute in this case due to their formal definition. The

resulting size of each one of the attractors A1,2 and the Lyapunov exponent

remain invariant to the size of Sp and Λ, respectively.

In order to understand the dynamics of the bistable system represented by

its basins of attractions, a variation range regarding the location of the equilibria

and the resulting attractors due to δ was implemented.

The values considered were δ = 3, 5, 15. All three result in bistable attrac-

tors and part of their corresponding basins of attraction are depicted onto the

(x1, x2) plane, see Figure 4 c), d) and e) respectively. Notice that when the

distance increases, the basins of attraction begin to expand in size and their

structure begins to present more complex forms, i.e., the part considered of all

basins of attraction (Figures b)-e)) present a small ball near the location of the

corresponding attractor, and initial conditions far from the attractors belong to

the basins of attraction in complex spiral forms symmetrically, i.e., Ω1 ⇔ −Ω2.

It is important to mention that this basins correspond to the same system given

by eq. (3) with (7) for a specific value of δ, this is not the result of two au-
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tonomous equivalent systems by linear transformations. Furthermore, all the

resulting attractors have the same size Sp and the same Lyapunov exponent Λ.

What doesn’t remain the same is the size of each basin, which is increasing

considerably with respect to the four scrolls attractor given δ = 1/2 in Figure

4 a). To prove this, the relative sizes f of the basins of attraction are also

considered as they can be appreciated in Figure 5, where an increasing variation

of the parameter was implemented from 0.5 < δ < 20 for a grid of −20 ≤ x1 ≤

20, −20 ≤ x2 ≤ 20 and x3 = 0 with a spacing between initial condition of 0.1003,

resulting in a grid of 200×200. Here, the values of f respect δ are depicted for the

system given in eq. (3) with (4) marked in orange line, and the system given in

eq. (3) with (7) marked in blue line. Observe the increase that the size presents

for in contrast to the positive double scroll system which remain constant along

the variantion. Furthermore, consider that this value marked in blue line only

represents the attractor A1 on the positive size. The total size of the basins

Ω1,2 is 2 × f . Also notice that for values greater than δ = 8 the size is not

apparently increasing as it would be expected. This is because when the value

of δ begins to increase, the trajectories of the system may take larger transitory

states. With this value of δ, the number of iterations for the systems instead of

2000 is 6000. However, not all initial conditions generate trajectories that go to

the attractor due to unfinished transitory periods. This can be appreciated in

the white spots marked on the Figure 4 e) which are located among the basins.

A more exhaustive investigation of these points result in initial conditions that

if the system is initialized with, the resulting trajectory will reach the attractor.

A natural question emerges at this point: what will happen to the bistable

system if the parameter δ continues increasing? The answer to this is rather

easy to understand from the point of view of M s and Mu as it is explained

next. Consider a larger value of δ, for example δ = 55. With this value the

symmetric equilibria located at X∗
p,n = (±36.6666, 0, 0)T are very far from each

other comparing to the size of the attractor Sp, as it can be appreciated in

Figure 6 a), where the projection onto the (x1, x2) plane of a trajectory of
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Figure 4: Section of the basins of attraction in the plane x3 = 0 generated by eq. (3) and

(7) with a) δ = 1/2; b) δ = 1; c) δ = 3; d) δ = 5 and e) δ = 15 onto the (x1, x2) plane.

the attractor of the system (3) with (7) and δ = 55 is depicted. Notice the

equilibria on the positive side marked with red asterisk, which due to the scale

of the graphic these equilibria seems to be located almost in the same place.

The stable manifolds (depicted in two extremely close green lines) corresponding

to each equilibrium point are consider by the trajectory of the system as the

continuation of the eigenvector, i.e., when the trajectory is located between 0 <

x1 ≤ 37 the stable manifold leading belongs to the equilibria at the righthanded

side X∗ = (36.6666, 0, 0)T . When the system crosses the commutation surface

at x1 = 37, the trajectory is led by the stable manifold of the lefthanded side

equilibria X∗ = (37.6666, 0, 0)T . This results in a new larger basin of attraction
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Figure 5: Values of the relative sizes of the basins of attraction regarding δ for the system

given by eq. (3) with (7). All points were considered from a grid of −20 ≤ x1 ≤ 20,

−20 ≤ x2 ≤ 20 and x3 = 0 with a spacing between initial condition of 0.1003, resulting in a

grid of 200 × 200 initial conditions. The values of f only show the values of the basin which

contains the attractor with x1 > 0.

encircling the bistable symmetric basins and resulting in a third stable state

represented by a double-scroll attractor with larger dimension (depicted in blue

line) as it can be appreciated in Figure 6 a). The size of this new attractor

results in Sc ≈ [223.3568, 164.3612, 160.3953]. However, the bistable attractors

near the symmetric equilibria remain inside each symmetric basin of attraction

located in the center region of the new larger stable solution. Thus a switching

system with multistable solutions can be generated by increasing the distance

between their symmetric equilibria dOp(O, x∗
p1) = dOn(O, x∗

n1) = 2δ/3, which

in addition presents also a larger basin of attraction that systems with small δ.

The basin of attraction of the system is presented in Figure 6 b). Notice the

small basins of attraction inside the center balls corresponding to each scroll.

It is important to mention that the symmetric location of the equilibria

might not be a requirement for the multistability generation, meaning that if

different locations of the equilibria are considered, the system can result also

in multistable solution. Nevertheless, the multistable solutions will be only

symmetrical if the considerations of the article are taken onto account.
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Figure 6: a) Projection onto the (x1, x2) plane of the attractor of the system (3) with (7)

and δ = 55. The four equilibrium points of the systems are depicted in red asterisk, while

the stable manifolds Ms are depicted in green lines. Section of the basins of attraction in the

plane x3 = 0 generated by eq. (3) and (7) with δ = 55 onto the (x1, x2) plane. Marked in

blue and red the initial conditions that asymptote the scroll near the symmetric equilibrium

points, marked with yellow the conditions that asymptote the new larger scroll.

5. Concluding remarks

A method on how to generate multistable switching symmetric attractors

from the UDS theory was presented. This systems can result in stable to mul-

tistable double scroll attractors when the distance between the equilibria of

the symmetric subsystems is displaced. An important feature of this type of
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systems is that both the size of the basin of attraction and the size of the sys-

tem increases considerably as the distance of the symmetric equilibria to the

commutation surface in the origin augment. This idea of augmented basins of

attraction results as an interesting method to enlarge the possible initial condi-

tion given to a switching system in order that they fall into the attractor instead

of become an unstable solution. Besides, applications in electronic systems can

be improved using this method, since the possibilities of presenting an initial

condition that asymptotes a stable state widen.
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